Performance Engineering

Be ready with superior speed and scale—ensure your apps meet user demands with best-in-class performance testing solutions.

Be ready with superior speed and scale. Ensure that your apps meet user demands with Micro Focus® performance testing solutions. The best-in-class product suite enables you to test any application and complex scenario, on premises or in the cloud. Our comprehensive portfolio gives you an array of supported protocols, assets and license centralization, advanced reporting capabilities, lab management, and so much more. Integrations with many open source and proprietary tools will simplify your continuous delivery process.

Lack of performance test automation and lengthy root cause analysis raises the risk of missing time-to-market opportunities. Combine the power of LoadRunner Professional, LoadRunner Enterprise and LoadRunner Cloud with access to the industry’s largest community of testing practitioners and there’s no performance challenge that can’t be beat.

- **LoadRunner Professional**: Application defect and scalability issues increase the risk of downtime, impacting user productivity. Use LoadRunner Professional to generate real-life loads that help you identify performance problems and deliver crash-proof applications.

- **LoadRunner Enterprise**: Lack of centralized performance management leads to high costs for test management. LoadRunner Enterprise gives you the business benefits of the cloud as you plan and execute performance tests across multiple global projects.

- **LoadRunner Cloud**: Performance test script development and maintenance is labor intensive. LoadRunner Cloud enables your developers plan, run, and scale their own web and mobile testing solution with node.js-based scripting.
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**Proof Points**

- **John Lewis** maintained an E-Commerce growth rate of 20% after implementing Performance Center
- **Sky** increased testing capacity, enabling the business to more than double its testing workload while only adding 20% more manpower
- **N Brown Group** load testing validates a minimum 700 transactions per second across 20+ sites

“...You’re working on new ideas on a large scale to a fast pace, yet the tools keep pace. We have access to information we’d never previously considered. Performance testing has gone from nice-to-have to essential. We rely on Micro Focus tools to succeed.”

**BILLY HAMILTON**
Test Team Manager
British Sky Broadcasting
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**Value Brief**

**Application Delivery Management**

---

**Reduction in test cycle duration**

**50%**

**Reduction in downtime**

**45%**

**Reduction in test management time**

**10%**

**Reduction in testing time**

---

*Improvements are based on IDC Studies, Micro Focus Product Management/Marketing guidance, and Micro Focus customer experience.*